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When agony is in the air, we must listen both for the sound of angel wings and the flailing of devils’ tails. Each provides essential context for interpreting the other.
Angel wings and devil tails: Meditation on the Feast of the Holy Innocents
Near the end of this year, I wanted to think together from a position of gratefulness and gratitude and the power of that. I started this annual series last year after having a talk with my son, Gabe.
Gratitude in 2021
The spiritual center of the universe is located on a high, dry plateau in northeastern Arizona, where land stretches out in a vast meditation of mind, and mountains ring the far horizon wish ...
Mountain Lion
Where on earth do you find the divine heart ... “Where in the world is God in the middle of all this?” And the response: “You need to change your punctuation. Where in the world is God?
MEDITATION: Closer than close
You remember the prophet's earth-shattering experience ... One little girl drew a big red heart in the middle of a black cosmos in answer to the question, "What does God look like?" ...
MEDITATION: Heart of it all
A Hibernation Temple and Ceremony,” organized by Nocturnal Medicine, a nonprofit that hosts parties meant to encourage spiritual healing. Together, the group would work to ease each other’s worries ...
Can Parties Help Us Heal?
Obama seized the moment to deliver a profound meditation on race in America ... Episcopal Church and the Church of God in Christ. New historical evidence documents the arrival of slaves in ...
The Black Church
It can also be used as an aid to meditation, helping the meditator to envision how to ... Now they are created throughout the world, including New York City. A special sand mandala painting is a gift ...
Exploring the Mandala
At birth, for instance, she was able to hear every sound of every language on Earth ... new evidence for the brain's plasticity, Western neuroscientists have taken a keen interest. Can meditation ...
Beyond the Brain
Reverend Bertrand Buby, S.M. The following meditations by Fr. Bertrand Buby ... She alone among the women is named and once again the Holy Spirit descends and a new creation, the Church, is born. Is ...
Bible Meditations on Mary
Nicola Robinson is certainly in touch with nature and the earth. On Saturday ... vibrates and creates deep sounds that aid relaxation, meditation and healing vibrations.
Pete Evans' wife Nicola Robinson mediates as she uses 'singing bowls'
Chaz Ebert revisits selected highlights from readers who contributed to her "My Happy Place" series and provides their updates in honor of Thanksgiving.
My Happy Place: Thanksgiving Edition Updates
It’s a hysterical, dirty, sexually devious and surprisingly thoughtful meditation on grief and loneliness ... off a series of beloved books found new life on Amazon for its fourth season after ...
The 20 Best Amazon Prime Original Series Right Now
Throughout the pandemic, some people have experienced mood swings, irritability, and other symptoms of depression. Epidemiologist Elise Paul says people should look at how their symptoms are ...
Fight off coronavirus anxiety with meditation
The Carson City School Board meeting will take place tonight, Tuesday, Oct. 12 beginning at 7 p.m. inside the Robert Crowell Board Room at the Community Center. Topics for discussion include special ...
Tonight: Carson City School Board to discuss policy changes, special revenue funds and more
Mindfulness training can reduce symptoms of anxiety and depression in middle-school teachers while boosting their self-compassion and classroom management skills, according to a new study by ...
New study shows benefits of mindfulness for middle-school teachers
Middle-aged Mickelson's historic PGA Championship win credited to diet and meditation 'Lefty' stretched the limits of what’s possible in golf after a half-century on Earth By Frank Miles | Fox News ...
Middle-aged Mickelson's historic PGA Championship win credited to diet and meditation
More info Holly Willoughby spoke candidly about her personal life in a new interview yesterday ... Speaking about meditation, Sam said: "You also speak about celebrating anger and anger being ...
Holly Willoughby's husband's warning after she started getting 'angry about everything'
In place of the usual crowded dance floor, people were lying on blankets in the middle of the club ... by creating new rituals and immersing themselves in new social settings, where conversation ...
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